Trusted Solutions LLC is an IT Software development company focusing on chat and collaboration products to integrate mission and organizational requirements into strategic environments. We provide chat solutions for Department of Defense (DoD) and partner agencies, allowing cross-community and cross-domain secure communications between multiple platforms. Coupled with cleared personnel and a 24/7 support network, we deliver holistic and turn-key solutions for the warfighter’s chat mission.

Differentiators

Trusted Solutions’ flagship software, Trusted IRC Server, is in use today as the largest chat communication server solution in the world for U.S. and coalition military networks. With hundreds of missions a day being coordinated on our software platforms, the warfighter depends not only on our software reliability but on our instant support and veteran knowledgebase to continue the mission effort. Our team members helped build the mission chat networks in use today and continually engage to adapt our software and support efforts to meet new customer challenges and needs. So, when this means an on-site install or support effort ‘Anytime and Anywhere’ that is exactly what we do, in any mission environment, anywhere in the world, without pause.

Core Competencies

✓ Chat Program Level Management (IRC / XMPP / and various platforms)
✓ Our Chat Software is in use NOW, on today’s mission platforms, for monitoring, planning, and execution with proven reliability and results
✓ U.S. based company that provides government Product and Process Accountability and Control
✓ Chat Software platform built as a coordinated effort with U.S. Military, NATO Partners and Information Assurance personnel
✓ Engineered to meet current mission / security needs and flexible to facilitate future and forward thinking requirements
✓ U.S. DoD security cleared personnel
✓ U.S. Veteran Engineers who designed and built the chat networks in use today
✓ On-site setup, World Wide
✓ On-Site, short and long term, support available
✓ Client and server level administrator training available
✓ 24/7 Reach Back Support
✓ mIRC authorized distributor and software support agent

NAICS Codes

541511 : Custom Computer Programming Services
541512 : Computer Systems Design Services
511210 : Software Publishers

Partner Companies

| General Dynamics | Lockheed Martin | Northrop Grumman | Sterling Computers | Fotis Networks |

Description: Each of these companies use Trusted Solutions as a sub for larger contracts, with our products and services meeting requirements for software, service and support to various end agencies.

Company Snapshot

CAGE: 7GNG9
DUNS: 940477768

Gov. Business POC: Tony DePasquo
Email: info@trustedirc.com
Phone: +1 615-975-5625
Web: www.trustedirc.com
Address: 8426 Merrymount Drive
Nashville, TN 37221
Work Area: Worldwide

Certifications

Economically Disadvantaged
Woman Owned Small Business

Past Performance

Department of the Air Force
34 Total Contracting Actions
Description: US & Coalition IRC Chat Servers and IRC Clients
Contract: Multiple, Worldwide

Missile Defense Agency
Description: C2BMC
Contract: TO14 Split Node ECP

US Air Forces Central
Description: Internet Relay Chat
Contracts: FA5702-18-P-0055, FA8732-15-D-0038-AD01